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Oxygen analysis in industrial gases

Continuous measurement and display of the oxygen-content without an operating-function
on the measuring-device or measuring-range-switching? 
 OSC-II-devices are the solution, they show the O2-value from % down to E -24 without
any action on the part of the operator. The measuring range will be automatically switched
between the various measuring-ranges, the optimal measuring-range is always displayed
and used. You can also parameterize integrated relay-outputs and thereby use
trigger-actions depending on the detected oxygen-concentration. The device is available in
different versions: 
 19"-mounting, case-device and table-top-device. Also available as a wall-mounted-device
on request.



Operation as a WLAN-client

You are on site your plant and should move round the machine and simultaneously control
or monitor. WLAN is reachable, but your PC is not able to provide WLAN. No problem,
you parametrize ALF as a client and connect him to the PC and join the reachable WLAN
and you are online on the PLC.

PLC coupling (data exchange between PLCs)

Your pumping stations report the water levels of the central control via telephone
network. The central office itself can of course transmit commands/messages to the
substations as well. Thereto no dedicated line is required, a "normal" telephone
connection is sufficient because the devices cut the line after occured message.



Access to MPI/Profibus without power supply

Your're right in the middle of your production line and are standing in front of a passive
assembly just like a switcher or a ET200, in that case you won't be able to go Online
without an external power supply of your programming adapter, unless you're using the
S7USB. This module is supplied completely from the USB-interface.

Wireless around the Eaton-PLC

Move wirelessly around the Eaton-PLC and communicate for example ONLINE in the
status



Capture data and control independently

Apply small control tasks of your systems with EtherSens-Control-devices. Determine
switching points where the device is running to respond. Depending on the
parameterization, an email or SMS notification (depending on the device-configuration)
or the device automatically controls via the optional IO-modules (analog / digital / relay).

Logging and analysis of communication data

You want check,why your application cant communicate with the PLC or why after some
time past the communication will be broken? No problem, integrate the
PG-FOX-hardware in this communication way and log through the PG-FOX-software on
an PC the sended data in the exact time. So, you can later check the date and find a
solution of the problem.


